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Did this answer your question? I need some help please.. So i have got
a code to show a file, it works well, but it doesnt show the file, and its

the same if i want to show a folder.. The code is: $dir =
"C:\Users\1\Desktop\book\"; $files = glob("$dir\\*.*"); foreach ($files as
$file) { echo $file; echo " "; } So what i need is to show the files that

are in the folder in a list, but it doesnt show anything. The folder
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contains some jpgs and they are in the folder, but it doesnt show
them, and when i try to enter a folder with folders inside it, it shows

nothing. So i need some help please.. A: $dir =
"C:\Users\1\Desktop\book"; $files = glob("$dir\*.*"); foreach ($files as
$file) { echo $file; echo " "; } Try this $files = glob("$dir\*.\*"); Guest

Chairs Enjoy a more comfortable seating experience when you use our
Guest Chairs. Perfect for children of all ages. In addition to providing
seating for the young ones you don't want to disturb while you work,

our range of exquisite style guest chairs are characterised by the
fashionable styling, ergonomic comfort and great value. Order your

guest chairs from Jambrook today. We offer an exceptionally
affordable range of guest chairs designed with ergonomics and style
in mind to suit any home or office. Please call our friendly team on
01527 711 171, we’ll be happy to assist you or click on the Enquire
button at the bottom of the page.“I’m really honored to be [on the
Allstate Sugar Bowl Honor Roll],” Heuerman said after his fourth-

quarter touchdown pass to Jeff Badet. “It’s a special honor, it means a
lot to me to be on this list. A lot of people have to be named to get on
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